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ABSTRACT
Corpus linguistic is an area which focuses on a set of procedures or methods for studying language and is not directly about the study of any particular aspect of language. Corpus-based approach is an effective way to research many areas of linguistics, which offers empirical data to the researchers and makes the research more convincing. The paper makes use of corpus and extracts the real data from CCL Corpus (Center for Chinese Linguistics Corpus) to investigate LIFE metaphors of Cognitive linguistics.
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Introduction
Corpus refers to a large collection of well-sampled and processed electronic texts, on which language studies, theoretical or applied, can be conducted with the aid of computer tools. Corpus linguistics is using Corpus in linguistic research and has the potential to reorient the entire approach to the study of language and can enable the researchers to use theories of language which were at best difficult to explore prior to the development of corpora of suitable size and machines of sufficient power to exploit them.

The conceptual metaphor theory is the study of metaphor from the cognitive perspective. Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just language but in thought and action, our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature, and it is a cognitive phenomenon whereby the specific things are used to understand and refer to abstract things, and its working mechanism is the mapping process from the known conceptual domain (source domain) to the unknown domain (target domain) (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). There are four types of integrated theory of primary metaphor that human beings acquire a large system of primary metaphor automatically and unconsciously simply by functioning in the most ordinary ways in the everyday world from our earliest years and naturally think using hundred primary metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999).

From the birth to death, every man must have undergone a wonderful or painful life. LIFE is an important philosophical issue to which countless philosophers, historians, writers and even the common people always pay many concerns. The concept LIFE has many facets to it: a particular living being or living beings in general, the active force that makes living beings alive, the state or period of living, a way or manner of living, the activity or spirit that constitute the living existence as social life and relationships, and so on. Its applicability ranges from the micro level of individual plants, animals or humans to the macro level of organizations, nations or societies. For this reason, LIFE is understood metaphorically via a variety
of source concepts: PRECIOUS POSSESSION, FIRE, LIGHT, DAY, JOURNEY, ATORY, PLAY OR SHOW, among others (Kovecses, 1998). Our understanding of the concept of LIFE is rooted in the related concepts, such as action, commerce, politics, military, religion and numbers. And Life is complex and difficult to describe. The concept of life is based on the metaphor. Therefore, the essence of life metaphor is a cognitive process in which the abstract life is understood in terms of other concepts from concrete domains. All about LIFE should be understood through metaphor and these concepts. It’s hard to talk about the concept of LIFE without them. Chinese people understand LIFE by means of metaphor s. There are many metaphorical Chinese LIFE proverb s such as rensheng ru xi “Life is a play.”, rensheng ru meng “Life is a dream”, rensheng bianma “life encoding”, rensheng wutai “Life is as if”, rensheng daolaolu “life paths”, rensheng jingjie “life state”, rensheng baiwei “tastes of life”, rensheng nantì “life problems”, rensheng bian shang “edge of life”, rensheng langhua “life waves”, beijuirensheng “Life is a cup of the wine”, shuxierensheng “write the life” and renshengyinjia “life winner”. Studying source domains of the modern Chinese LIFE metaphor can not only help us understand the philosophical proposition of life, but also further verify the basic point of philosophy of the mind. The source domains of LIFE reflect the generation of people’s different attitudes toward the world and the life. There is no life without experience, and this view of life is constructed by metaphor, and has the characteristics of the times.

Methods

Cognitive semantic investigations into metaphor have largely based on either introspective data or examples taken from dictionaries (e.g. Lakoff, 1987; Gibbs, 1994). While an intuitive approach to metaphor may identify isolated metaphorical extension s of lexical items, intuition alone cannot answer the question of how these extensions map onto linguistic form. So this paper will use corpus-based approach to uncover various source domains of the modern Chinese LIFE.

Table 1 shows that LIFE is the target domain and English LIFE has two Chinese translations, namely, rensheng and shengming. We use the Chinese lexical items renshengshi “Life is”, rensheng “Life”, renshengxiang “Life is like”, renshengru “Life is as if”, shengningshi “Life is”, shengming “Life”, shengmingxiang “Life is like”, shengmingru “Life is as if” to retrieve exemplars of life metaphors in CCL C corpus respectively to see how many metaphors there are in their respective total numbers and what are their source domains.

![Table 1: LIFE metaphors in CCL](image)


In renshengxiang “Life is like”, the total number of sentences containing renshengxiang “Life is like” is 15, and the number of metaphors is 13. The percentage of metaphors is 86.66%. The source domains of renshengxiang “Life is like” are renshengxiang huan “Life is like a monument.”, renshengxiangyizhangle “Life is like a piece of answer sheet.”, renshengxianyizhuofengbei “Life is like a monument.”, rensheng...

In shengmingshi “Life is”, the total number of sentences containing shengmingshi “Life is” is 640, and the number of metaphors is 68. The percentage of metaphors is 10%. The source domains of shengmingshi “Life is” are emao “feather”, yiju “hosp ital”, huameidepa “beautiful robe”, ranshao “bun ning”, yaoluichulaide “flow out”, jiuyishangjiazi “ol d clothes rack”, duomequzhededongxi “tortuous thi ng”, yipianhuangliang “desolate”, yibuweiqu “grie ve ance”, suankudeyiianyongke “a bitter lesson”, me ngdecailiaozuocheng “the line of the dream ”, pinpaiheshengyu “brand and reputation”, wujuazhibao “priceless treasure”, linghundezaiti “carrier of the soul”, jian’ao “suffering”, jiangshou “enjoy”, j ieming “crystal”, youshehuanzaode “zongjiao shen gtiao” “a holy religion created by God”, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table2. Domains of LIFE</th>
<th>English translation</th>
<th>Total Number</th>
<th>Number of metaphors</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shiwuguanzhu</td>
<td>Food and sensory domains</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kejiaowenyuyu</td>
<td>Science, Education, Culture, entertainment domains</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>16.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziranwuzhiyu</td>
<td>Nature and material domains</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>25.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guochengzhuangtaiyu</td>
<td>Process and state domains</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>46.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingjijuanshiyu</td>
<td>Economy and military domains</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingganxinyang</td>
<td>Emotional and belief domains</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In *shengming*ru "Life is as if", the total number of sentences containing *shengming*ru "Life is as if" is 91, and the number of metaphors is 36. The percentage of metaphors is 39.56%. The source domains of *shengming*ru "Life is as if" include *shengming*ruzhanyi "Life is like a battle", *shengming*ruzhanyi "Life is like a pined never withered", *shengming*ruzhanyi "Life is like vast snow", *shengming*ruzhibu "Life is like a bright meteor falling", *shengming*ruzhibu "Life is like a wildfire dying in autumn and growing in spring", etc.

From the Table1, we can see that the numbers of metaphor of *renshengxiang* "Life is like" and *renshengxiang* "Life is like" are highest accounting for 86.66% and 82% respectively. The numbers of metaphors of *rensheng*ru "Life is as if" and *shengming*ru "Life is as if" are the second highest accounting for 56.12% and 39.56% respectively. The numbers of metaphors of *rensheng*shi "Life is" and *shengming*shi "Life is" account for 12.28% and 10% respectively. The numbers of metaphors of *rensheng* "Life" and *shengming* "Life" is the lowest accounting for 12.28% and 10% respectively.

**Results**

LIFE metaphors fall into different domains, including Food and sensory domain, Science, education culture and entertainment domains, Nature and material domains, Process and state domains, Economy and military domains and Emotional and belief domains.

LIFE metaphors fall into different domains, including Food and sensory domain, Science, education culture and entertainment domains. Nature and material domains, Process and state domains, Economy and military domains and Emotional and belief domains. From the above listed 350LIFE metaphors, metaphors are manually grouped into these six domains.

**Food and sensory domains**

The food is the most basic aspect of human LFE, so its related words will become one of the means for people to express their understanding of the surrounding world. The metaphor of eating is universal in all languages. However, the eating in Chinese language and culture is most prominent. The Chinese language is full of dietary vocabulary, which is not only a way of LIFE, but a means of describing the world. The study of the conceptual metaphor of “eating”, “drinking” and “taste” in Chinese can reveal the importance of food in Chinese culture. Examples of LIFE metaphors related to food and sensory domain include *renshengruguowuweizi* "Life is like seed of five tastes", *baixue* "different tastes", *pinwei* "taste the life", *renshengganlian* "Life is sweet", *fengshengdirensheng" rich life", *renshengruwuweiping* "Life is like bottle of different tastes.", *renshengruwuwei", youdan dandecuku hou "Life is like a tea with a hint of suffering", *renshengrujiu* "Life is like wine", *shengmingxian* "Life is like a box of chocolates", etc.

*Renshengruguowuweiping* “Life is like bottle of different tastes.”

(1)Life is like bottle of different tastes. It is sweet, sour, bitter, spicy and salty. In recent years, I have tasted them all.

“Taste” originally refers to the taste of food in the mouth and now is often used in Chinese LIFE metaphor to understand the complex aspects of lives. As a morpheme, “taste” has ability to construct words, such as *qinqwei* “sentiment”, *wuqwei* “interesting”, *pinwei* “grade”, *huwei* “aftertaste”, *fawei* “dull”, *yunwei* “lingering charm”, *wanwei* “pondering”, *tiwei* “appreciating”. The related idioms are *chouweixiangtou* “like drawn to like”, *nainenxunwei* “meaningful and thought-provoking”, *yuweiwuqiong* “leave a lasting and pleasant impression or aftertaste”, *xingweisuoran* “have lost all interest in sth.”, which are the characteristics of Chinese culture. The tongue can taste the sour, sweet, bitter, spicy and salty flavors. The sour, sweet, bitter spicy tastes have different corresponding conceptual metaphors. But only the “salty” taste has no conceptual metaphor and perhaps the salty is more neutral and has no special feeling of pleasure and excitement.

“Sour” is one of the five tastes. In Chinese, it can be used to express a person’s feelings of pain and distress, such as *suan* “bitter and feeling sad”, *hansuan* and *qionsuan* “poor and pedantic”. It always refers to man/envy. For example, *dafancutanzi* “breaking vinegar jar” which means that the man or woman becomes jealous when he or she sees his or her lover has close relationship with others.
“Sweet” refers to enjoying the sweet taste or feeling good, such as gantian “sweet”, ganlin, ganzhii “delicious”, ganzhirui “bitter as if it were malt sugar”, tianmei “sweet”, tianzizi “sweet”, tianyanmiyu “sweet words”, zhangele “sweet appearance”.

“Bitter” always refers to suffering. And there are things with bitterness, such as bitter gourd, but in general, the bitterness is associated with unpleasant feelings. Originally bitter generally refers to bitter taste and conceptual metaphor of “bitter” is that suffering is bitter, such as: kunku “hardship”, tongku “pain”, kunan “suffering”, xinku “hard”, jianku “arduous”, jianku “forced smile”, kuchu “burning”, kuchai “hard and unprofitable job”, kushe “bitter and astringent”, chikutou “burn your fingers”, kuzhong “troubles”, choumeikulian “wear a sad face”, kujinganla “All sufferings have their reward.”, hanxinruku “hardships”, yiduzikushu, “have a bitter stomach”. “Bitter” also has the meaning of taking the trouble again and again, such as: kukoupoxin “persuading sincerely”, kukuxiangqi “entreat”, qifengkuy “miserable conditions”, etc.

“Spicy” is the strong stimulation to the human body when people eat onions, ginger, garlic and pepper. When the people feel the burning sensation of the body parts and will feel “hot”. When a “hot” person talks and works with other people, he or she will give them the feeling of abstractness and the people will associate tasting “spicy” feeling by connecting the existing experience of life. So the metaphor is produced, such as: pola “rude and unreasonable”, lameizi “Spicy Girl” which mean bold in character. “Spicy” also has “vicious” meaning, such as lashou.

The five tastes are source domains which express different flavors to illustrate that LIFE is complex and one must taste sour, sweet, bitter, spicy and salty in one’s whole life even though he or she is very successful. These different tastes constitute a person’s whole life.

Renshengruiju “Life is like liquor.”

The Chinese nation is a nation with a long history of the liquor culture. The latter can be summed up as the Chinese material and spiritual wealth. First, the history of technological development of the production of Chinese liquor is the process of material creation and the crystallization of the wisdom of the Chinese people. Secondly, the Chinese liquor has penetrated into every corner of the society for thousands of years and has been exerting the extremely important influence on relations, ideology and so on. At the same time, the culture between men and the liquor also becomes richer. It can be said that the Chinese liquor culture is a typical social culture and the liquor has become indispensable spirit for the people to express feelings.

In the conceptual metaphor of “Life is the liquor”, the source domain is the “liquor” and the target domain is LIFE. Through the analysis, we can see that the source domain of “liquor” maps into the structure of the target domain LIFE. Two aspects should be taken into consideration, namely, types of the liquor and brewing process of the liquor.

(2) If your heart is pure, no matter what kind of experience you have experienced, you like Fen Wine are young though you are old. If you temper is staunch, and you hate evil and worry about what your friends are anxious, you will be like the liquor of Luzhou Tequ, Luzhou Wuliangye. If you are calm and kind, justice and stand firm, you are Maotai and Langjiu. If you're gentle in feeling and considerate to others, you are liquor of Sanhua with rice aromatic flavor.

Liquors of different types map into different groups of different characters of men. Liquors of Fen and Laobaigan with mild flavor correspond to the people with lively characters. Liquors of Luzhou and Wuliangye with strong flavor correspond to people with frank and unyielding temperaments. Liquors of Maotai and Langjiu correspond to the upright character. Liquor of Sanhua with rice aromatic flavor corresponds to the delicate and tender feelings. In this way, the original abstract characters of different personalities can be expressed by the specific image. At the same time by this group of metaphor, we can also see that the different tastes of the liquors are also mapped to different lives. Luzhou, Maotai and Langjiu respectively correspond to different lives. Through the joint mapping structure between liquors and lives, the abstract life becomes easy to understand.

In the metaphor of “Life is a cup of liquor”, “liquor” is taken as the source domain to conceptualize LIFE, mapping the sweetness and bitterness of liquors to the dual characteristics of LIFE that the sweetness enchant us and the bitterness make us suffering pains. Our lives not only have
happiness, success but also frustration, failure and suffering, so choosing what kind of attitude is very important. If “Life is a cup of liquor”, you think it is sweet and delicious, and it’ll give you pleasure. And if you think it is bitter, you will feel sad. No matter what kind of situation you are in today, you should be responsible for your actions. Don’t drink and miss the event, always remain sober minded, and remind yourself that life will become better (Mu 2006).

Science, education, culture and entertainment domains

Science, education, culture and entertainment contain various elements which might be served as source domains to map onto the target domain LIFE, such as dawutai “big stage”, duanpao “long-distance run”, jiaoxiangyue “symphony”, dajuan “answer sheet”, shu “book” xitaixideshi “things under the stage”, xuexiao “school”, kecheng “curriculum”, zixiangmaodundemingci “contradictory terms”, qimuju “the seven act play”, etc.

Renshengrutongyibendashu “Life is like a big book.”

(3)Life is like a book which has a beginning and an end and is read one page by one page. The knowledge gained from the book of life is much better than all the books you have read.

(4)Life is like a book which is sometimes complicated, confusing, and sometimes like a lake of stagnant water. You are both the author and the reader. You are both reading yourself and reading others.

(5)Life is like a book in which everyone is the protagonist. Some people’s fates are better while some are bad. Opportunities sometimes depend on their own efforts. Life is like a book. Leafing it through and reading word by word, sentence by sentence carefully will yield different effects. Only the one who read it carefully will have feeling, because he or she knows that the book can only be read once in his life.

(6)Life is like a book. When you finally say goodbye to the world, which is the end of the book. At that time, the material is of no great importance and fame and interest will disappear throughout life that the whole life gives us a memory fragment.

(7)Life is like a book in which different people constitute different book contents. Every book, every chapter, every page, every paragraph, every line is a perfect symbol of life. We read these books at the same time to understand the lives of others.

(8)Life is like a book which is like a time machine. Every night, when you are alone with, a lamp, a cup of tea, opened the book, you feel like stepping back in time suddenly.
(14) Life is like a book which is commented by the later generations. If you want to be a good book, you can not be hasty. You must understand that without flash of sentiment, there will be no ups and downs of the plot. Without hard work, there is no spectacular success.

As long as life continues, this book will be a page by you to write down, read by the world. Time is one-way highway and there is no regret medicine. Experienced things can not be repeated. Since the book of your life has been opened and it has turned over a lot of pages, and then you need not turn over the contents of the past and should pay attention to the opening of the new page. The metaphor "Life is a book" employs book to explain life and activates a series of correspondence between source domain and target domain, namely metaphor mapping such as the author of the book referring to the people in the life, the contents of the book referring to the life experiences, reading book referring to reading life, turning over the page referring to having experienced things and a new page referring to new life. So by identifying similarities between book and life, we can better understand the metaphor "Life is a book".

Ziranwuzhiyu"Nature and material domains"

Human beings is one member of the natural and material world. Materials and statements of the nature are employed to serve as the source domain of the LIFE. The LIFE related metaphors in nature and material domain are renshengruhuanhuaiyangshengkai "Life is like a flower in full bloom.", renshengruyiokes "Life is like a tree.", renshengruzhahou "Life is as the morning dew.", renshengxianzhang "Life is like a ship.", renshengxianglunshui "Life is like dew.", renshengxiangshandian "Life is like a lightning.", renshengruyiwanxiaoqi "Life is like a stream.", renshengruyitaocanghe "Life is like a river.", renshengrujiapo "Life is like a bubble.", renshengxidaoqing "Life is like a shadow.", renshengxuexiyangbai "Life is as white as snow.", renshengxiangloudoudouzhongdeshi "Life is like the water in the hopper.", renshengxiangyichangbanxingbing "Life is like a chronic disease.", renshengxianggongcheng "Life is like a project.", renshengxiangbaizhi "Life is like a white sheet", renshengxiangdaiyuanquan "Life is like a big circle.", renshengxianghaiyang "Life is like a sea.", renshengxiangkehai "Life is like a sea of bitterness.", renshengxianglianqiao "Life is like a chain.", renshengxiangwuyadecuo "Life is like boundless, towering mountains.", etc.

(15) Life is like a wildfire growing in spring and becoming extinct in autumn.

As one of the most important inventions in the world, fire plays a vital role in every walk of life. On one hand, it provides people with the brightness they need in daily life. On the other hand, it also works as a kind of spiritual support to encourage people to keep their lives alive in that fire means burning and passionate. If there is no passion in the process of life accomplishment, it is hard to keep a successful life. In addition, similar to fire, people's life can also be lighted, shined, and put out.

The conceptual metaphor can be simply stated as "life is fire". For the reason the passion can make some differences to people's life, which is similar to the influences of fire on human beings. More specifically, if a person has no passion, his spirit is filled with blackness, without driving force and true significance of life, just like there is no fire in his daily life. Besides, the temperature of fire and the moment of igniting the fire can stir up people's desire to advance. In Chinese word like ranqi, dianran, imply the metaphorical meaning that life realization needs passion, just as the process of dream pursuing is like fire burning. The source domain is fire, the target domain is life. The mapping relation from the source domain to the target domain is that the success of life is the burning of fire. And the word pomie is used to imply the enthusiasm and hope of life disappear, just like fire is extinguished and the environment around is in the dark. However, people usually regard brightness as the hope of life realization. Therefore, the metaphors here can be understood easily in this way. So the source domain is fire, the target domain is life. And the mapping relation from the source domain to the target domain is that the failure of life is the burning out of fire. Given all of this, fire can be used as source domain for people's conceptualization of LIFE.

Process and state domains

Life is not a static but is dynamic. The LIFE related metaphors in process and state domains are renshengruhuanhua "Life is like fantasy", ren
Economy and military play important roles in people's lives. All people, consciously or unconsciously, participate in economic and military activities. The characteristics of economy and military mapped onto LIFE. The LIFE related metaphors in economy and military domain arerenshengruzhanh "Life is the battlefield.", renshengzhandou "Life is a fighting.", renshengdamaichang "Life is a market.", renshenguboyi, quanfujingshenquduifu "Life is like a game and you should have full spirit to deal with.", shengmingjiagenggao "Life has high price", shengmingbianzhi "devaluation of life.", renshengroupipi "Life is brand and reputation.", renshengshiwujiazhibao "Life is priceless treasure.", renshengshiziben"Life is the capital.", shengmingshiyijieguo "Life is a shell.", shengmingxiaoxiangsh "Life goes into execution ground.", zulaidefangzi "Life is rented house.", zhenguiderensheng "precious life", etc.

Gambling can be seen everywhere in modern society. It can be taken an economic phenomenon as well as the fighting activity with military spirit. More stakes you invest, the more you may win or lose. You don't even know if you'll lose or win. The same is true of life. If you want to achieve something, you must have the spirit of adventure. Gambling will cost you high. In renshengshiyichangdubu "Life is a gambling", there are some examples,

(18)The situation is against him
(19)I've got an ace up my sleeve.
(20)If you play your cards right, you can do it.
(21)He won a big sum.
(22)That's my ace in the hole.
(23)Those are high stakes.

The concept of "gambling" generates a large number of phrases and idioms which are closely related to the fate of people. There are "draw", "luck", "fortune telling", "good luck" and "bad luck" in Chinese "A cat has nine lives" and "escape from death "and "a close call", etc. This is life, no matter how you are, no matter how full, it is still just a gamble. It does not guarantee that you can recover the investment of life under the capital, but it is an exciting adventure that maybe you can pay for you to win the future and of course you may be likely to lose everything. In the life of this gamble, you have no right to give up. In fact, as long as in life, you will have to face all kinds of changes, although unknown but full of adventure and

"Life is a journey.", renshengshijianao "Life is the carrier of the soul.", renshengshijianao "Life is suffering.", renshengshihuang "Life is enjoy.", etc.

"Life is the battlefield.", renshengzhandou quanfujingshenquduifu "Life is like a game and you should have full spirit to deal with.", shengmingjiagenggao "Life has high price", shengmingbianzhi "devaluation of life.", renshengroupipi "Life is brand and reputation.", renshengshiwujiazhibao "Life is priceless treasure.", renshengshiziben"Life is the capital.", shengmingshiyijieguo "Life is a shell.", shengmingxiaoxiangsh "Life goes into execution ground.", zulaidefangzi "Life is rented house.", zhenguiderensheng "precious life", etc.

For example:

(16) Life is but a dream and he just tries to make one or two dreams become reality.
(17)Life is like a dream and is unbelievable. Though it is dispirited and negative, is not its essence a kind of reactionary reality?

The dream is a physiological phenomenon and everybody dreams. It is the spontaneous psychological activity when a person sleeps. Although the duration of the dream is very short, the content of dreams is various. In the dream, one may dream of achieving great success and earning large sum of money, or being promoted in their careers while the other will dream of suffering and meeting misfortunes. When one dreams of happy things, after waking up, he or she will be very pleasant. When one dreams of unpleasant things, he or she is anxious to forget them soon.

So the dream is short, unpredictable and has various contents which include happy things and sad things. The same is true of life and a person's life is very short, in the growth process we will encounter many things, there are happy things, there are unpleasant things. For those unhappy things, people want to be able to forget it all. So the source domain “dream” map its characteristics of shortness, unpredictability and contents to the target domain of LIFE.
excitement. Everyone must explore the process trying to get the true meaning of life.

**Emotional and belief domains**

The LIFE related metaphors in emotional and belief domains are renshengde zheli "philosophy of life", kantourensheng "see through life", bao guidexintiao "precious creed", zuijibendedaode guifanhexingweizhunze "the most basic moral norm", renshengzhunzezhun "life standard", renshengzhunze "rules of life", etc.

"Chan" belongs to the category of Buddhism while "Cross" belongs to the category of Christian. "Practice" is related to a variety of religious ceremonies and the concepts of religious belief such as cause and effect are the source domain mapping onto the life to guide people to do good things. For example:

(24) Life is like "Chan", and it can be understood by introspection not by words.

(25) In fact, everyone carries the cross of life crawling forward and the difference may be just the severity.

(26) Practice is not a patent of religion, not learning, but their practice of and the practice of life.

**Conclusions**

From the CCL Corpus, we can see that the understanding of the concept LIFE depends on other related concepts such as food, book, wine, dream, religion, economy, etc. All the understanding of life must be connected with these concepts by means of metaphor. It is difficult to talk about the concept of LIFE without these elements in source domains. These domains can help us understand the philosophical proposition of LIFE. The reason why life is so rich in metaphorical expression is that metaphorical mapping is a process of feature focus and feature suppression. Every focus of the metaphor of life can only highlight the characteristics of a certain aspect, and all aspects of LIFE need to be understood.
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